HISPASAT, Quantis and Nexmachina provide
emergency satellite connectivity to the town of
As Neves following the forest fires


Together the three companies helped install four WiFi points throughout the town to
offer a basic connectivity service until communications are restored.



Thanks to this initiative, the residents of this town in Pontevedra will have access to
navigation, instant messaging and voice over IP services.

MADRID, 10 NOVEMBER 2017.- HISPASAT, the Spanish satellite and telecommunications operator,
joined forces with Quantis, satellite subsidiary of the Eurona Group, and Nexmachina, an equipment
distributor, to install four open WiFi points via satellite in the town of As Neves, Pontevedra, with the
aim to provide emergency connectivity to the town’s residents whose means of communication have
been severed following the recent forest fires that swept Galicia in October. Following the failure of
fixed and mobile communications, currently, only Internet access and telephone services have been
restored, and it is estimated that land-based infrastructure will not be recovered for another month
or two.
During this time, three technology companies will provide a basic connectivity service with voice
over IP, instant messaging and navigation without multimedia content services, which Quantis will
manage with the capacity of the Hispasat 30W-5 satellite and with equipment provided by Hispasat
and Nexmachina. The four installed WiFi points, installed in As Neves urban centre, have a capacity
of 25 Mbps and will allow approximately 300 people to connect simultaneously, such that they will
have an emergency solution for their primary communication needs. The service was activated
today.
In catastrophic situations such as that in this area of Galicia, satellite technology is a key instrument
for offering connectivity solutions, helping emergency teams and helping re-establish
communications, since it allows for quick deployment, it is independent of land-based infrastructure
and it is not affected by forest fires or other natural disasters.
“At HISPASAT, we are fully committed to the role that satellites play in catastrophic situations like
the one experienced in As Neves”, stated Carlos Espinós, CEO of the operator. “Nowadays,
communications are essential to carry out any activity and, with this aid, we would like to contribute
to providing the residents of this town with access to basic services while they return to normalcy as
soon as possible”.
In September, HISPASAT also granted satellite capacity in the Caribbean to reinforce the local relief
efforts carried out in Saint Martin, the British Virgin Islands, Anguilla and the Turks and Caicos Islands
following Hurricanes Irma and Maria.

About Nexmachina
Nexmachina Solutions is a company specialised in wireless communications and technologies, as well

as a WiFi access operator authorised to provide Internet access in public spaces and remote
locations nationally and internationally. It also provides innovative solutions for the Internet of
Things, working on projects involving sensorisation for towns, cities and companies through its
iQmenic platform. www.nexmachina.com
About Quantis
QUANTIS GLOBAL is the liaison services subsidiary of the Eurona telecommunications group. It is
currently the leading operator in the provision of telecommunications services, Internet, voice, data
and satellite television and maritime services for public administration, companies and individuals,
both in the Spanish market and in the Moroccan market through its NORTIS brand, that owns the
vsat operator license in the country. The company operates in Africa, Europe, the Middle East and
Latin America and has subsidiaries in Morocco, Ivory Coast and Dominican Republic. More
information at www.quantis.es.
About HISPASAT
HISPASAT is comprised of companies that have a presence in Spain as well as in Latin America, where
its Brazilian affiliate HISPAMAR is based. HISPASAT is a world leader in the distribution and
broadcasting of Spanish and Portuguese content, and its satellite fleet is used by important direct-tohome television (DTH) and high-definition television (HDTV) digital platforms. HISPASAT also
provides satellite broadband services and other added value solutions to governments, corporations
and telecommunication operators in America, Europe and North Africa. HISPASAT is one of the
world's largest companies in its sector in terms of revenue, and the main communications bridge
between Europe and the Americas.
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